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ABSTRACT
In OpenFlow enabled Software Defined Networks (SDNs)
network control is carried out remotely via a control
connection. In order to deploy OpenFlow in production networks, security of the control connection is crucial. For OpenFlow connections TLS encryption is recommended by the specification. In this work, we analyze the TLS support in the OpenFlow eco-system.
In particular, we implemented a performance measurement tool for encrypted OpenFlow connections, as there
is non available. Our first results show that security
comes at an extra cost and hence further work is needed
to design efficient mechanisms taking the security-delay
trade-off into account.

CCS Concepts
•Networks → Network performance analysis;

1.

INTRODUCTION

SDN and OpenFlow enable a huge number of new attack mitigation and reaction methods, as is depicted in
reviews [17, 25, 24]. However one drawback regarding
security is the centralized control plane as it introduces
new attack vectors [18, 14, 26]. One example is the
misuse of network hypervisors [27] to create black hole
networks that can lead to data leakage without the network administrators noticing [19]. In order to protect
the control plane connections against such kind of attacks, the OpenFlow protocol recommends the use of
Transport Layer Security (TLS) for the control plane
connection. TLS provides both encrypted and authenticated communication and can therefore prohibit a number of attacks at the control plane level.
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In this work, we explore the current adoption rate of
TLS in the OpenFlow eco-system and we present measurements that show the cost of TLS encryption. Although there are some works, which study control plane
performance of OpenFlow switches [15, 22, 16, 20, 21],
to the best of our knowledge no one has inquired encryption yet. Therefore, we want to study delay aspects of
the encryption in the control plane.

2.

SUPPORT OF TLS IN THE OPENFLOW
ECO-SYSTEM
Controllers
Ryu [13]
OpenDaylight [9]
libfluid [7]
Floodlight [5]
Onos [8]
OpenIRIS [10]

3
3
3
3
7
7

Switches
Open vSwitch [3]
HP [6]
PICA8 [12]
NEC [11]
Cisco [2]
Dell [4]

3
3
3
3
3
7

Table 1: TLS support of OpenFlow Controllers
and Switches
Table 1 shows the state of TLS support for common SDN controller platforms and SDN switch vendors
in August 2015. Apart from Dell, every investigated
switch vendor supports TLS with OpenFlow. For the
switches, TLS is implemented using the vendor specific
switch OS i.e., TLS support is not model dependent
thus applies to all switches of a vendor in general. Some
vendors also enable the installation of third party OS,
which could make TLS possible in this case. The controller side support is worse: only four of six controllers
support TLS.
For the deployment of OpenFlow, not only operation
tools and equipment but also testing tools are important. Cbench [1] and OFlops [23] were developed for
doing performance tests with OpenFlow switches and
controllers. Although encryption influences the performance of the switches and controllers, no TLS support
was added yet. As there is no tool available, that enables TLS, we implemented a test controller based on
libfluid [7] to study the influence of encryption to the
control plane performance.

COST OF SECURITY IN SDN: DELAY

OVS
2.0.2

3.

PICA8 PICA8 NEC
P3297 P3290 PF5240

We are verifying the effects of encryption to the OpenFlow performance with an experiment using different
hardware and software switches: An NEC PF5240, a
Pica 8 P3290, a Pica 8 P3297 and the software switch
Open vSwitch.
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Figure 2: Latency added to the first packet by
switches and controller using TCP and TLS
Host 2

SDN Switch

Figure 1: Packet path with relaying controller
We investigated the packet-in delay that occurs for
the first packet of a flow in reactively managed networks. The measurement setup is shown in Figure 1.
First we measured the delay of packets with matching
flows (DP) and the delay from switch to controller (CP)
separately. In the measurements our controller acts as
a relay. On a packet-in the controller replies with an
appropriate packet-out message but no forwarding rule
is inserted. The controller delay was directly measured
at the controller machine NIC. At Host1 we measured
the round trip-time of packets using this setup. The
additional switch processing delay for the first packet
of a flow is then determined out of the DP, CP and
controller delays subtracted from the end to end delay.
We did independent measurements for TLS and TCP
for the different switches, the results are shown in Figure 2. We conducted 1000 runs for each measurement
to get meaningful results. This leads to confidence intervals <0.05 ms of all measured latencies. As can be
seen the switch adds by far the dominant part to the
complete latency. Both PICA8 Switches run PICOS,
however the P3297 has a more powerful CPU than the
P3290, therefore latencies are smaller in general. Specifically the TLS overhead for the P3297 is much smaller
as it has hardware acceleration for encryption of the
P3297’s CPU. The results of Open vSwitch supports
this observation, as also low latencies and low overhead
were measured and the Intel CPU is more powerful than
the ones of the switches. In contrast to that, the packetin delays of the NEC and the P3290, without hardware
acceleration, differ significantly if encryption is used or

not. The delays of the controller differs, as for some
switches the payload of the respective packet is not sent
to the controller along with the packet-in message.

4.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we have had a look on the current state
of TLS support in OpenFlow. In particular, we have
shown the impact of TLS encryption to the packet-in delays of SDN switches. For a deployment of SDN in productive networks encryption is inevitable, but currently
especially the control plane and testing software is lacking broad support. The evaluation of the delay measurements indicate the importance of CPU power for a
good OpenFlow control plane performance of a switch.
We have shown that the software solution Open vSwitch
adds the lowest packet-in delay, this could give implications to future network architecture designs. Additionally it is shown that hardware acceleration support
for encryption should be added to future OpenFlow
switches. Currently the OpenFlow testing tools do not
support TLS, although our results show that encryption
may have a noticeable impact on control plane performance. In the future, we plan to further investigate performance metrics of OpenFlow implementations on different switches with and without TLS. To mention are
for example flow-setup rate and flow-mod delay. Hence
the development of OpenFlow tools using TLS is necessary. Additionally, the performance overhead regarding
TLS for control plane software such as controllers is
planned to be investigated in the future.
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